Higher Degree by Research Scholarship Application Form
2011 Scholarships - Current students

Applications must be received by the closing date: 31 October 2010

Applicants Details

Name of Applicant: ______________________________ ID Number: _________________
Email Address: _________________________________
Course: _______________________________________
Faculty/Research Centre:_________________________

Please provide the semester and year your candidature commenced___________________________
Supervisors: _______________________________________________________________________

Scholarship Details

Have you ever received a postgraduate scholarship before?    Yes   No

If yes,
What was the name of the scholarship? __________________________________________________
At which institution was the scholarship held? _____________________________________________
What was the level of study the scholarship was awarded? __________________________________
What was the duration of the scholarship?  From___________________ To_____________________
If this scholarship is still in place, does it have any restrictions on you competing for a new scholarship?
__________________________________________________________________________________

Supporting Documentation

Applicants are requested to prepare and attach an updated CV (including details of publications) and a
research proposal (no more than 2 pages) to be forwarded to the Research Students office.

Supporting Letter

Your Primary Supervisor is to provide a confidential supporting letter covering: your commitment and
understanding of your research project, your progress as a HDR student, and the quality of your
research project.

The confidential supporting letter is to be sent directly to the Research Students’ Office.

Please note:
• Allocation of scholarships is very competitive and scholarships can only be awarded to applicants
  with the strongest academic background and the potential to carry out the highest quality research.

• Your application will only be processed on receipt of your supervisor’s confidential supporting
  letter.

Return to:
Research Students’ Office
Postgrad.research@canberra.edu.au or 1B206
By 31 October 2010

Scholarship enquiries: Web: http://www.canberra.edu.au/research-students/scholarships
Email: postgrad.research@canberra.edu.au